Wk2 Suchitoto & Apopa Festival
View of lake
Suchitoto Plaza

unique doors
road to the lake
the ferry
The lake covered in a lilly pad like plant

abandoned boat
the lake

floating plants
recycling!

Suchitoto Lake Welcome Center
hibiscus flower

view of lake background, close up of dragon flies
lancha boat

meg
Luis decided not to work...and join us at the lake
ready to go already

enjoying the sun and park
Luis insisted on a photo... we look thrilled

Entrance to lake and park
Suchitoto's Ferris Wheel in the Parque Central

Beautiful Old Cathedral
inside the church... the walls and paint were eroding, etc.
broken windows and stained glass

deep thoughts
interesting backpart of church decorated with a "Strawberry"
The structures of social injustice are those that give...

roadway off of square
a slow death to our poor... Monsenor Romero-the voice of poor

family bird on the front gate
Monsenor Romero, the first martyr- died in 1980-start of war

the church
interesting photo
main square in front of the Church
girls playing a clapping game
teaching the boy
reality for some...

Sign in church: No amorous conduct in the church b/w couples
a little blury...but the Stations of the Cross
with candle

Mary-- figurines in the church
Bible/Roman Mass book

from the front of church
Figurine of Jesus
Enjoying the paper and afternoon
Welcome to APOPA- "Beauty of our Land" festival

Women processing corn for tortillas
Look like future Dallas Cowboy cheerleaders
Traditional/Cultural dress and dance

Reenactment of Monsenor Romero’s Death
The death of Romero

El Salvador’s Future: bright and full of life
Lots of dancing-- to honor past traditions and culture
Intrigued Karen
The festival continued in the rain...
Live band- singing patriotic and war songs.
Apopa school girls
buses and bicycle street vendor
FMLN Mural - With Arena: Rich are richer - Poor are poorer

dancing in the rain
Squished roommates in the microbus